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Topicality of the research: This university qualification paper deals with the problem of analyzing gender correlation of idioms and idiomatic expressions of modern English and Russian languages and the ways of their verbal representations.

Objective of the research: The main goal of the second part of the qualification paper is to study the semantic and structural peculiarities of idioms with gender components of modern English and Russian languages. The next steps done are to introduce the comparative analyses of the groups of idioms within the frames of "MAN" and "WOMAN" gender concepts.

Tasks of the research: The paper is devoted to the studying of the gender aspect of the language lexical bulk and namely the cognitive phenomenon of gender, the studying of the gender component of idioms, as well as the criteria of idioms defining and the problem of concept studies in the theory of language. And, finally, the idiom as a means of conceptualization of the gender aspect is also analyzed here.

Theoretical and practical significance of the research: The present research is important because its results can be used in teaching practical and theoretical linguistic courses, translation training courses and further theoretical studies.

Results of the research: The conclusion contains the basic results of the investigation performed. The present research is important because its results can be used in teaching practical and theoretical linguistic courses, courses on phraseology, gender studies, translation training courses and further theoretical studies.